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Abstract 

Bolted joint analysis typically is performed using nut factors derived from textbooks and procedures from 
program requirement documents. Joint specific testing was performed for a critical International Space 
Station (ISS) joint. Test results indicate that for some configurations the nut factor may be significantly 
different than accepted textbook values. This paper presents results of joint specific testing to aid in 
determining if joint specific testing should be performed to insure required preloads are obtained. 

introduction 

During review of International Space Station analysis documentation and build paper it was discovered 
that one of the International Partners had overtorqued the installation bolts on the Common Berthing 
Mechanism (CBM) Ring on each of their elements. The build paper also raised questions concerning 
lubrication and whether or not it had been applied to the faying surfaces of the bolt head/washer in 
addition to the threads. The CBM is a mechanism built and qualified by Boeing and furnished to the other 
partners for use with the pressurized elements. Too high of a preload could overload the bolts when 
combined with on-orbit thermal and mechanical loads and potentially cause failure. Too low of a preload 
could cause the joint to gap and leak atmosphere overboard on orbit. Due to this out of configuration 
condition, it was decided that joint specific testing would be run to quantify the effects of the torque and 
lubrication. 

Background 

The testing was implemented to determine the nut factor, K, of three different bolt materials, A286, 
MP35N and lnconel in combination with A286 helicoil inserts and nuts, with and without lubrication on 
faying surfaces. To remove any uncertainties of previous contamination to the bolts, all bolts were cleaned 
before testing. All bolts are about 6.3-mm (exactly I4 inch) diameter. Countersunk CRES washers were 
placed under bolt heads and A286 passivated flat washers under the nuts. Helicoils and nuts came from 
the manufacturer with standard locking features and lubrication. Lubrication applied during testing to bolts 
was Braycote 81 52 oil. The bolted material is anodized aluminum. The different permutations of the tests 
are shown in Table 1. 

Although the objective of this testing was to verify that the higher torque did not yield the bolts and to 
obtain actual nut factors for these specific configurations, due to the numerous tests and various 
configurations some interesting trends became apparent. It is important to note that the lubrication was 
added between cycles not just for the first cycle, reflective of the flight hardware. In addition, the max/min 
nut factors cited are inclusive from all previous cycles, not just the max and min from the noted cycle. 
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Table 1. Permutations of tested bolt configurations 
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Test Cases 1-1 and 1-2 
Test cases 1-1 and 1-2 compared the effects of lubrication on threads only with lubrication on threads and 
faying surface under bolt head for the A286 bolts. Both cases were tightened at the bolt head. Data 
indicates that for bolt/insert configurations, lubrication on the faying surfaces under the head of a bolt 
significantly reduces the maximum nut factor and the scatter (Figure 1). After 10 cycles, the faying-surface 
lubricated bolts had a &, = 0.18 and bin = 0.14, whereas the threads-only lubricated bolts had a 
K,,,, = 0.56 and Lin = 0.18. Without lubrication on faying surfaces, increasing bolt cycles also significantly 
increases nut factor. This is presumed to be because lack of lubrication on the faying surface induces 
wear under the washer, then additional cycles exacerbates the wear increasing the nut factor (Figure 2). 

Test Cases 2-1.2-2 and 2-3 
Test cases 2-1 and 2-2 compare the affect of tightening the MP35N bolts via nut versus tightening via bolt 
head. Both cases had lubrication on the threads only. Bolt tightened tests were significantly higher. After 
10 cycles, nut-tightened nut factors were K,, = 0.18 and bin = 0.08. Bolt-tightened nut factors were 
K,, = 0.49 and Gin = 0.23. This is an increase of almost 75% (Figure 3). 

Test cases 2-2 and 2-3 compared the affects of lubrication on threads only with lubrication on threads and 
faying surface under bolt head for the MP35N bolts. Both cases were tightened via bolt head. Data 
indicates that for bolts with lubrication applied only to the threads the nut factor will be much higher than 
for bolts with lubrication applied to the faying surfaces under the bolt head in addition to threads. After 10 
cycles, the threads-only lubricated bolts had a K,, = 0.49 and Lin = 0.23 whereas the faying-surface 
lubricated bolts had a Lax = 0.21 and Kmin = 0.1 0. This is an increase of over 100% (Figure 4). 

Test Cases 3-1 and 3-2 
Test cases 3-1 and 3-2 are a comparison of tightening lnconel bolts via bolt head with tightening via nut. 
Both cases had lubrication added to threads and to the faying surfaces at the nut. The bolts tighten via bolt 
head had similar nut factors as those tightened via nut for the first cycle, but after just 2 cycles bolt- 
tightened cases had significantly higher maximum nut factors. Bolt-tightened cases produced nut factors 
of K,, = 0.45 and K,,,,,, = 0.13. Nut-tightened cases produced K,, = 0.17 and Kmin = 0.12 (Figure 5). 

Test Cases 4-1 and 4-2 
Test cases 4-1 and 4-2 compare the affects of lubrication on threads only with lubrication on threads and 
faying surface under bolt head for the lnconel bolts. Both cases were tightened via bolt head. The bolts 
that had lubrication both on threads and on faying surface under bolt head had lower nut factors than 
those bolts lubricated at threads only. After 5 cycles, the faying-surface lubricated bolts had a K,, = 0.14 
and Kmin = 0.1 1 whereas the threads-only lubricated bolts had a K,,, = 0.51 and Kmin = 0.21 (Figure 6). 
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Figure 1. Comparison of test cases 1-1 and 1-2. 
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Figure 2. Photo on left from Test Case 1-1, max preload 15 kN (3400 Ib) 
Photo on right from Test Case 1-2, max preload 8.0 kN (1800 Ib) 
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Figure 3. Comparison of test cases 2-1 and 2-2. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of test cases 2-2 and 2-3. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of test cases 3-1 and 3-2. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of test cases 4-1 and 4-2. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, bolts that were tightened via nut (test cases 2-1 and 3-2) produced similar nut factor ranges 
(K = 0.11 to 0.18) as those typically found in literature for “lubricated” steel bolts (K = 0.12 to 0.20) 
regardless if lubrication was added to the faying surface under the nut or not. In all published sources 
reviewed, if the term “lubricated was defined it meant lubricated at the threads and “non-lubricated” would 
mean no lubrication was added to “as-received condition, but bolts were not specially cleaned to remove 
any residuals from machining/processing. Of course, if lubrication is added to the threads it can very easily 
migrate to the nut faying surfaces hence explaining the similarity. However, for bolts tightened at the head, 
there are some significant differences. If lubrication exists on the faying surface of the bolt head (test case 
1-2, 2-3 and 4-1), nut factor ranges typical for nut-tightening were produced (K = 0.1 0 to 0.21), but if there 
was no lubrication on the faying surface of the bolt head (test cases 1-1, 2-2, 3-1 and 4-2), the nut factor 
ranges were significantly larger (K = 0.18 - 0.56). It made little difference for the bolts tightened via head 
whether it was threaded into a nut or insert. 

A fairly comprehensive literature search was performed to look for nut factor data on bolts tightened at the 
head or effects of additional faying surface lubrication. Nothing specific was found. However, one source 
had a very brief statement that acknowledged K values could be “up to 50% higher” for bolt head 
tightening 111. It is very clear from this testing that general “text-book nut factors values can not be 
assumed to be appropriate for non-lubricated faying surface bolts tightened at the bolt head. 

Testing demonstrates that as early as the second cycle the nut factor increases significantly when 
tightened at the head without lubrication at the faying surface. This change in nut factor needs to be 
considered for reworking of a nonlubricated bolted joint or where a mix of installation cycles exists in a 
critical joint to maintain the desired preload. 

Torque tension joint specific testing was not required for the majority of ISS Space Station hardware. Test 
results indicate that for future programs, testing should be considered for critical joints where it is not 
possible to apply lubrication at the faying surface. 
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